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ABSTRACT

In view of the recent shift in emphasis of the DOE / Industry HTCR develop-
ment efforts to smaller modular designs it became necessary to review the mod-
elling needs and the codes available to assess the safety performance of these
new designs.

This report provides a final assessment of the most urgent modelling
neede, comparing these to the tools available, and outlining the most signifi-
cant areas where further modelling is required. Plans to implement the re-

quired work are presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

,

With the recent shift in emphasis in the DOE / industry HTCR program for'

. gas cooled reactors towards smaller concepts, an evaluation has to be made as
to how this change will affect the accident scenarios to be considered for li-'

censing purposes, and how far the currently available analysis tools can serve
for this purpose. This letter report. is intended to provide an initial as-

sessment in this area.
.

! The concepts currently under closer consideration are two modular steel
vessel designs, using pebble bed fuel, as well as two PCRV designs with pris-
matic fuel. The departure from the previous U.S. concepts is much more signi-
ficant for the two modular concepts than it is for the PCRV designs. There-
fore, more attention will be focussed on the accidents to be considered and <

.

the tools required for the analysis of such modular pebble bed reactors.2

This report is preliminary at this time. It intends.to give most weight'

to those areas that we anticipate to become important early in the "icensing
process. It will.be extended and modified later, as the evolution of the pro-
gram may require.

While process heat applications as well as combined powe r . and process;

. heat applications have received some attention at times, such systems have not
~ been included here at this time.

It should be noted that the manpower estimates given in this report are
preliminary, and might require revision after further discussion with and di-
rections from the NRC.

i
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COMPA'ISON OF CURRENT CONCEPTS WITH PREVIOUS DESIGNS2. R
).

i

Some of the. major features of the concepts currently under consideration. '

.'

in the DOE / industry program are summarized in Table 2-1 [1,2,3]. These in-
clude 2 modular units of 250MW using a steel vessel and pebble bed fuel. .
OneoftheseconceptsisaverYI, cal-in-line(VIL) arrangement,withthesteam
generator on top of the core. The other is a side-by-side arrangement (SBS),
with core and steam generator.in separate vessels.

.

j. Table 2-1 Current DOE / Industry Concepts

Modular Modular PCRV PCRV
VIL SBS 1260 1170

! Core Thermal Power [MW) 250' 250 1260 1170

Core Geometry pebble bed pebble bed annular cylindrical
prismatic prismatic

Power Density [W/ccl 3.8 3.8 3.9 5.8

Core' Pressure [bar] 87 72 72 72

L Core Outlet. Temperature [C] 700 700 6 90 6 90

j Number of Main Cooling 1 1 4 2

] Loops

Number of Forced CACS 1 1 1 2
Loops

Number af Natural Circula- 1 1 1I tion CACS Loops (to RCCS)
i

Depressurized. * passive * passive * to PCRV * to PCRV
Decay Heat Removal to RCCS to RCCS LCS LCS
w/o Forced Circulation

Predicted Maximum 1600 1600 1600 2900
Accident Fuel '

Temperature [C]

,

; The major differences between these modular designs .and previous U.S.
| concepts'are:

; small size and low power density*

|

I pebble bed fuel*

i
,

-2-
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._.

no thermal barrier+

steel vessel (s) replacing PCRVa
_

decay heat rejection via vessel to a passive cavity*

cooling system

no auxiliary core cooling system (most concepts).=

The two remaining concepts are PCRV design with prismatic fuel. They
are, thus, much more closely related to the previous U.S. concepts.,

The 1170 MW C neept can be considered as a scaled down version of the
h.

2240 Base Line zero concept. It has the same power density as the 2240 design
(5.8 W/ce) . It includes a passive natural circulation loop as part of the
CACS, and an enhanced liner cooling system.

The 1260 MW PCRV concept uses an annular core of only 3.9 W/cc power
th

density. It also includes a passive CACS loop and an enhanced lint cooling
system.

Currently, the modular concepts appear to ~ be leading in consideration,
,

and a shift to this' design would entail a more substantial adjustment in the
required licensing tools. Therefore, this report gives more attention to mod-
ular concepts than to PCRV concepts.

Apparently, the DOE effort will submit a design with a vented confinement!

building, rather than a pressurized containment building [1,2], and it is an-
ticipated that early licensing work in this area will be required. For.both-
modular concepts, an underground cavity rather than an above ground building
has been considered, generally referred to as a reactor cavity (RC). For sim-
plicity and without prejudice as to the final design of the reactor building,
the word " reactor building" (RB) shall be used in this report for any kind of
reactor building, be it pressurized or vented, above or below ground.

!

-3-
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3. ACCIDENT SCENARIOS

In the modular concepts a major mode of heat removal under potential ac-
cident conditions is heat rejection after deprassurization and without any
electrical power by conduction and radiation through the reactor vessel to the
passive RCCS. The frequency of such cooldown has been estimated as 10 3/yr
[4]. The next, more sevece accident scenario would include fa of the
passive RCCS, which was estimated to have a frequency of 3 x 10 flure/yr. It ap-
pears that most major FP releases to the environment would have to include
either one of these scenarios, possibly initiated by other accidents. It is

not clear at this time which scenarios will be considered as DBAs and which
will be considered to be severe accidents. But since the depressurized core
heatup will apparently be the accident leading to most major FP releases, it
was decided to consider this accident and the resulting long term RB atmos-
phere transient as a separate major section (Section 3.1).

Thereafter, transients with convective heat removal, including ATWS sce-
narios will be considered, to be followed by a section on ingress accidents.
Finally, containment / confinement atmosphere short term transients and neutron-
ics will be considered in separate sections.

3.1 Depressurized Core Heating Without Forced Cooling

The accident scenarios of this section consider a depressurization with
scram and loss of all forced circulation. As pointed out above, most accident
scenarios leading to any significant FP releases will include such depressur-
ized core heatup. These accidents will be of particular importance in designs
with a confinement rather than a containment, since in those designs the reac-
tor vessel (or the PCRV liner) represents the last absolute barrier for FP re-
leases. " Absolute" here is used in the sense that a confinement ventilation
and cleanup system can only prevent releases during relatively slow blowdown
events. Possible initiating events for such an accident could be extended
station blackouts.

The core heatup analysis of these events is relatively straightforward. I
At the low gas densities after depressurization convective decay heat removal
becomes negligible, while radiation gains in importance as component tempera-
tures rise.

Due to their lower power densities and due to their smaller core sizes,
all current designs, particularly the modular ones, will encounter signifi-
cantly lower fuel temperatures than previous designs.

In the modular design most of the decay heat is transported by conduction
and radiation through the side reflectors and the steci vessel to the passive
RCCS system.

All current modular concepts use such a passive RCCS system, usually with
two completely independent trains, each with a cooling water storage reservoir
for eight days of decay heat removal. With power available, heat removal is
via air blast heat exchangers. In case of station blackout, the cooling water
will boil with steam being vented to the environment and reservoir water re-
supplying the RCCS.

|
.

|

-4- '
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In thm moduler dssigns, to accommodate this code of dscay heat rejection,
no thermal barrier is provided. This results in a heat loss to the RCCS during
normal full power operation of about 1 MW. The decay heat amounts to 2 MW
at about 10 hours. Thus, the accident load of the RCCS is not significantly
higher than its normal operating load, and temperature in the vessel and RCCS
area do not rise significantly above their normal levels. The core itself

is expected to reach maximum fuel temperatures between 1600 and 1900 C,

depending on details of the design, with most recent designs remaining around
1600 C maximum fuel temperature. At these temperatures typical pebble bed
fuel does not appear to experience any appreciable rise in fission prodnet
release [5,6].

3.1.1 Typical Dapressurized Core Heatup Scenario with Passive RCCS

Baced on the design of Reference 2, we applied the THATCH code to evalu-
ate some typical depressurized core heatup transients. Our analysis was of a

scoping nature, involving several assumptions, for instance, on material prop-
erties and power peaking, where detailed information was not available at the
time. The purpose of these computations was not to simulate highly quantita-
tively accurate accident transients, but to establish what approximate effects
would have to be expected and what modelling tools would be required. It

should also be noted that the design of Reference 2 was one of the more recent
ones with a higher than usual peak fuel temperature.

Typical system temperatures and heat flows are shown in Figure 3.1.1 for
a depressurized core heatup with the RCCS functioning in the passive mode.
The maximum core temperature is seen to peak at 50 hours at about 1820 C. The
heat transferred out of the core exceeds the decay heat after about 60 hours,
and at about 85 hours the heat flow out of the vessel exceeds the decay heat,
resulting in a slow system cooldown.

While in the temperature range of 1600 to 1800 C some of the cesium might
be released from the fuel [5], only a small fraction of the core reaches that
temperature level.

l The more significant question for this scenario is the question of net
gas escape from the core to the RB and f rom the RB to the environment for a
confinement type RB.

The releases of primary interest are

I 1. during blowdown, and

f 2. during the period from 20 to 100 hours when the highest core tempera-
|

tures prevail and some fission products may be released.
|

| During the initial blowdown from 70 bar to atmospheric pressure, about 340
| kg mol of helium will be released from the core. About the same amount in the
' form of a helium / air mixture, carrying some of the circulating inventory, will
l reach the environment.

The gas contained af ter blowdown in various parts of the lower vessel for
! this sample application is shown in Figure 3.1.2. While the active core un-
,

dergoes a heatup and loses some gas. . the lower plenum, which is the largest

!
!
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gas vc f ame , cools off slightly and can accommodate slightly more gas, such,
1

| that the total lower vessel gas inventory hardly changes. Including a slight |cooldown in the upper parts of the vessel, there is a net outflow of about .1
kg mol or 2% of its total gas voir.me for the period from 20 to 100 1.ours.
Similarly, there is a net outflow of about 1.2 kg mol or 1.5% of the gas vol-
une from the RC to the environment. While these computations are of a scoping
nature, and preliminary,.they indicate that the net gas release to the envir-
onment during such depressurized core heatup accidents with passive RCCS can
be expected to be very minor.

3.1.2 Typical Depressurized Core Heatup Scenario Without Functioning RCCS

While the passive operating mode of the RCCS and the typical use of two
parallel independent cooling systems makes an RCCS failure highly unlikely,
its potential consequences are being considered here.

Our scoping analysis was therefore applied to such a transient, and ty-
pical results are shown in Figure - 3.1.3. The maximum core temperature again
peaks Lat about 1830 C at about 50 hours, similar to the case with RCCS. The
average core temperature is also not very much higher than in the case with
RCCS.- About 16% of the core will exceed a temperature of 1600 C at 60 hours,
versus 14% at 50 hours in the case with RCCS.

However, the ultimate heat rejection now goes into the cavity concrete
and the surrounding soil, which are typically media of low thermal diffusivi-
ty. Therefore, . the metal components, and in particular the reactor vessel,
are being exposed to excessive temperatures. After 100 hours, the highest
vessel' temperatures reach about 800 C, but they keep rising and reach about
1200 C at 400 hours. If the accident transient cannot be terminated by sup-

| plying means for decay heat removal, it must be expected that physical vessel1

i failure will result beyond 100 hours. The side cavity cooling panels and the
cavity concrete will also begin to deteriorate, with concrete surface tempera-
ture reaching 600 C at 90 hours and exceeding 900 C at 200 hours. These re-

sults were obtagnej/s*).for typical concrete and soil properties (thermal diffu-sjvity,a 10- m Assuming a higher conductivity soil (a = 2 x 10-=

m /s*), about 200 C lower vessel temperatures were observed.
1

While these computations are of a scoping nature, with some of our model-
ling not as precise as it could have been, the results show that serious phys-
ical damage might have to be expected in cases of depressurized core heatup
accidents without RCCS, and that more-detailed analyses should be conducted if
such sequences are to be considered as part of the licensing process.-

During core heatup scenarios without RCCS, gas releases from the reactor
vessel to the RC would also be more significant, amounting to about 35% of the
depressurized core gas inventory, up to 400 hours. However, the gas releases,

due to concrete heatup from the RC to the environment would be expected to
dominate the scenario. In contrast to PCRV designs, these gases could not
react with the core graphite as long as vessel integrity is maintained.

* Guide value only, actual properties used are a function of temperature.>

-8-
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To avoid the scenario outlined here, an emergency type heat sink which
could remove about 1 MW would. have to be provided within the first 100 hours
of the accident. I

|
Again, the - purpose of the 'above computations was not to establish an

j

accurate peak vessel temperature, but to determine whether major failures, i

even for cases without RCCS, can possibly be ruled out. The conclusion is ,

- 'that major damage is not ' impossible, requiring either more detailed analyses
or design changes, eliminating such accidents from consideration.

3.1.3 Evaluation of Analysis Tools

Core Heatup

The' depressurized' core heatup requires modelling of a typically 2-dimen-
sional configuration of core, reflectors, plena and other components, with
decay' heat generation in the active core and conduction and radiation through
the components to a heat sink.

The codes specifically developed for such applications are CORCON (GA)
and THATCH (BNL) . Also applicable for such accidents are codes like Thermix
for pebble bed reactors and ORECA for prismatic fuel.

CORCON and THATCH are rather general in that the user can specify any de-4

sired configuration of blocks of different materials, connected by plena or
gaps with or without thermal resistances at the internal or external bounda-
ries. The failure of certain nodes at specific prescribed temperature levels
can be simulated, with either a removal of the node when it reaches the fail-
ure temperature, or its redepositing in a " dropped location," or by it chang-
ing thermal properties at failure time.

THATCH also permits the quasi-steady modelling of nodes of small thermal
capacitance, thus avoiding reduced time step requirements of such small nodes.

Some of the most important features of the various codes are compared in
Table 3.1-1. i

As the THATCH code can handle all anticipated needs for depressurized
core heatup accident modelling, we do not see any significant . further model-
ling needs. There may be some need for better material property data, like
graphite conductivities under irradiated conditions, but if so, these can only
be effectively addressed once specific material specifications and design de-
tails are known.

At the accident temperature levels of modular (or small PCRV) reactors
not much fission product release is expected, and only very little gas ex-
change between reactor vessel and RB is expected. For any fission product
transfer out of the core, the gas flow field would be required. As the ORECA,

and THERMIX codes were developed for cases including convection heat transfer,
they compute the flow as an integral part of the analysis. In ORECA it is ax-
fal .only (i.e., no cross-flow), but flow rates vary between refueling re-
gions. THERMIX computes a full two-dimensional flow field.

I

l

I
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Table 3.1-1 Comparison of Depressurized Core Heatup Codes

'

THATCH CORCON ORECA THERMIX

Geometry any any prismatic pebble4

r-z r-z fuel bed>

(hexagonal) core

Dimensional 2-d 2-d 3-d 2-d

General Description of
Configuration Via yes yes no yes
Input Data

Ncdalization user user per user
option option refueling option

region

2-d Plena Radiation yes yes yes no
;

Material Failures yes yes (yes) (no)

Quasi Static Layers yes no no no

1-d 2-dGas Flow 1-d ---

separate integral integral

module

As there is no measurable feedback from the flow field to the temperature
field in depressurized core heatup scenarios, the THATCH code permits the com-
putation of flow rates in a separate module, which uses a previously computed
temperature history. The current flow module considers vertical flow only, as

( a function of radial coordinate. This computation in a separate module has
the disadvantage of requiring the use of a separate program for such cases.
The advantage is that flow computations, which can be time consuming, only
have to be made when they are desired, which is expected only in relatively
few cases. CORCON had no flow option.

| Fission product migration codes are not expected to be an urgent item in
! these accidents as fuel temperatures remain low and few fuel failures are an-

ticipated. BNL has reviewed earlier versions of the CA SORS codes [7]. Later

|
versions have received a partial review during the Source Term Study [8]. A

; recent KFA code, FRESCO, [5] was developed and applied for pebble bed reac-
| tors. If required an evaluation of these codes can be provided later.

It should be noted that the temperature levels of the 1170 MW PCRV design
i are significantly higher than those of the other concepts and some of the

above comments would not apply for that concept. However, Its temperature
levels are lower than those of the 2240 MW BASE LINE ZERO design which was
analyzed in the Source Term Study [8], and we would be sufficiently well,

equipped to handle its transients with our current code capabilities.

i

i
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RCCS

Similar to the LCS in previous PCRV reactor designs, the RCCS assumes a
crucial role in safety and investment protection in modular HTCRs. Details of
the RCCS designs have not become available yet.

For comprehensive evaluations of the cooling panel transients, some of
our specialized codes for LCS . transients [ 9] could most likely be adapted.
These cover detailed multi-dimensional thermal analyses of liner. and cooling
tube assemblies under peak loads, as well as flow redistributiens and flow.re-

. ductions due to boiling in parallel tube paths. Only once more details are
available can specific code applications and/or modifications be suggested.

Any RCCS systems analyses, including heat exchangers and pumps, could be
' handled with the general systems code MINET [11], which will be covered in
Section 3.2 in more detail.;

Reactor Building Atmosphere
i

During the relatively slow depressurized. core heatup transients, any po-,

tential gas releases from components like concrete and the transfer of gases
between reactor vessel, reactor cavity and environment must.be analyzed. Fur-
thermore, the RB-gas temperature and pressure must' be known.'

The codes available for this purpose are the CARCAS code by GA, about
which very little is known, and the ATMOS code, developed by BNL as part of
the Source Term Study, and nince extended to include CB temperature computa-
tions. It should be noted that these codes are not intended for RB models in4

'
. rapid blowdown transients, but for slow core heatup transients extending over

'

days with significant gas ingress from the core to the RB. (For RB transients
during blowdown, see Section.3.4).

i-
1- For current PCRV designs, the transients. to be expected are milder than

those of our' previous evaluationa and the ATMOS code could readily be ap -*

plied. 'For confinements a minor modification would be required to change from
a constant volume system to a constant pressure system (man weeks). J

'

For modular steel vessel designs, the RB temperature is actually obtained
.

as part of the core heatup analysis, since the heat sink is now on the outside
'

surfaces of the RB. To modify ATMOS for such configurations is straightfor-
' ward (man weeks).

For the case of simultaneous loss of RCCS in modular reactors, massive
gas. releases from the cavity concrete must be expected. The magnitude of the

'

! vapor releases can be evaluated with the VAPMIG code and the CO2 releases fol-
low directly from the core heatup temperature analysis. To incorporate use of
these . gas sources into the ATMOS code for an overall atmosphere evolution
would require some more code changes (1 or 2 man months). However, such
scenarios do not appear to be of any urgency at this time, and work could be
deferred until a later date.1

i

!
,

l
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It should be notad, that in contrast to PCRV gas releases, concrete gas
releases from cavity concrete would not result in the formation of combustible

H O and CO2 cannotgases as long as vessel integrity is maintained and the 2

reach the graphite.

3.2 NSSS Transients with Convective Heat Removal

Most postulated HTGR transient events fall into this broad category, in-
cluding all operational transients and most anticipated accidents. These in-
clude events in which there is no reactor scram, i.e., the Anticipated Tran-

sient Without Scram (ATWS). While analysis of the ATWS events is much like
analysis of the other events covered in this section, ATWS is traditionally
treated as a separate class of accident, and we therefore cover ATWS in a sec-
ond subsection, i.e., apart from transients in wl.ich scram occurs.

Events covered in this section are characterized by significant reactor
heat removal via convection, i.e, fluid passing through the reactor absorbing
heat and giving said heat off et some place away from the reactor. This is in
contrast to a transient where the primary system integrity has been compro-
mised and the heat remeval may be dominated by conduction and/or radiation, or
the ingress of . water or air into the system may cause chemical reactions in
the reactor. Ic should be noted that several of these more severe accidents
could evolve from the events covered in this section, and the analysis re-
quired for Section 3.2 events may have a bearing on preventing or mitigating
the more severe events.

Many transients can be included in this section. For the sake of discus-
sion, we can break these into three broad categories:

1) Loss of the principal heat sink (LOHS) events, where a failure in the
primary loop, the steam generators, or the balance of plant triggers a
transient whereby the plant goes from a power producing mode to a decay
-heat removal mode. A break in the secondary system falls into this cate-
gory, even though it is a loss-of-coolant event with respect to the steam

; system itself. Note that convective heat removal could be through forced
| circulation, i.e., the circulators driving the flow, or via natural cir-

culation. At the lower flow rates and higher temp 3ratures, multi-
dimensional effects could become significant in the reactor.

2) A partici loss of coolant accident, in which an opening develops in the
,

| primary loop and some of the helium escapes. Of course, a large leak

|- would probably result ultimately in an ingress event, but these events

| are discussed in another section.

-3) A reactivity transient, in which the reactivity is inadvertently altered,
leading to a change in power and the subsequent transient response.
Again, multi-dimensional ef fects could become important, particularly if

! the power distribution is significantly changed during the transient.

I
| The computer codes that we have considered for the analysis of events

| covered in this section are listed in Table 3.2-1. We have tried to make this
I table fairly complete, but there is a very real possibility of codes missing

j from the table and yet being useful.

|

1
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On3 obvious trsnd in Table 3.2-1 in thzt many of thass codao rspraesnt
'tne prismatic core llTGR, as most prior emphasis in the U.S. has been on this I
class of HTGR cores. In those codes where a pebble bed core can be represent- |ed, this is either because the code is quite generalized and easily adaptable,
or because it was developed by the Germans, who currently operate pebble-bed
reactors.

In order to fill between the lines of Tables 3.2-1, a brief. description
is provided below for each code. Because many of these codes were developed
for the analysis of systems pre-dating the current modular HTGR designs being
considered, the flexibility and adaptability each code becomes a major consid-
eration.

Table 3.2-1 Codes for Section 3.2

CLASSIFICATION CODE DEVELOPER APPLICABILITY

Systems CHAP [10] Los Alamos A Few Plant Designs with Prismatic
Cores

MINET [11] Brookhaven General Thermal-Hydraulic Systems

ORTAP [12] Oak Ridge Prismatic, See CORTAP, ORECA, BLAS

RATSAM [13] CA Primary Loop and Simplified Steam
Generator

TAP [14] CA Prismatic Core (with Kinetics)
Systems

THERMIX [15] KFA Pebble-Bed Core, Plus Some Systems
Capabilities

1-D Core CORTAP [16] Oak Ridge Single Channel Prismatic, Including
Kine tics -

Multi-D Core COBRA-IIIc Battelle Generalized , Some Pebble-Bed
[17] Capability

NAK0 GAS [18] KFA Pebble-Bed Core, Full Transient
Formulation

ORECA [19] Oak Ridge Prismatic Core

THERMIX Core KFA Pebble-Bed Core
Quasi-Steady-State Coolant
Calculations

.

Steam BLAST [20] Oak Ridge Steam Generator Transients,
Generator Including Secondary Side Blowdown

I
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CHAP [10] Developed by Los Aleros, this code is for tha transient analy-
sis of the 1) Fort St. Vrain Plant or the 2) 3000 MWt unit designed a few
years back. It was also used for the analysis of the 2240 MWt design con-
sidered recently, as this design had similarities to the 3000 MWt unit already
factored into CHAP. This code contains considerable detail in the modeling,
and undoubtedly was quite valuable in analyzing those particular plant de-
signs. CHAP was developed to utilize the LASAN [21] transient analysis pack-
age, which contains generalized matrix solvers for analysis in both the time
and frequency domains. Although this would appear to make CHAP an easily
adaptable (for other designs) code, a careful check of the programming indi-
cates otherwise. Without a major development effort, this code is unlikely to
be useful at this stage in analyzing the current modular HTGR designs. Even
if an applicable version of CHAP were available, an extensive amount of design
detail would be needed to f acilitate utilization of such an extensive repre-
sentation of the plant systems. Thus, this code would be more useful in a few
years when more details about the plant become available.

MINET [11] Developed by Brookhaven, MINET has been widely used in the
analysis of reactor systems, including LWR and LMFBR systems [22-26] . As it
was developed for the simulation of a " generic" balance of plant , which are
sinilar for all steam cycle plants, it contains several sets of fluid prop-
erties, including water / steam, helium, air, sodium, and NaK. A fully variably
dimensioned code, MINET is based on momentum integral [29] modelling, which
has substantial advantages for the analysis of large systems during most tran-
sients of interest - the only limitation being very rapid transients where
pressure waves must be tracked using local momentum equations. Using MINET,
the user pieces together his system using models for pipes, pumps, valves,
heat exchangers, turbines, tanks, etc., and specifies which fluid is passing
through which parts of the system. As the system configuration is determined
entirely through input data, the same MINET code library is currently used in
simulating several diverse systems. While MINET lacks a few of the HTCR spe-
cific models present in some of the codes designed especially for HTGR analy-
sis, it is easily modified, and can be interfaced with other codes for concur-
rent execution, thus facilitating a more complete analysis of plant systems.
Two other advontages to the MINET code are its complete independence from the
other HTCR design and licensing tools, and its validation base, which includes
LWR AND LMFBR studies.

ORTAP [12] Developed by Oak Ridge, ORTAP is a combined form of the
CORTAP [16], ORECA [19], BLAST [20] , and ORTURB [27] codes. The inclusion of
CORTAP and ORECA indicates the reactor representation is for the prismatic
core. There are indications of some flexibility in the system configuration.
The applications of this code to date have been very limited.

RATSAM [13] Developed by General Atomic, the code represents the primary
loop of the system under transient conditions (no steady-state solver). While
developed mostly for depressurization accidents, it could have other applica-
tions, particularly for transients that are not overly long in duration and do
not require a detailed representation of the steam system. This code has been
reviewed and revised at BNL [28], a simplified steam generator representation
has been added,' and some applications to HTGR systems have been made as part
of the source term study.

t

!
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TAP [14] Also davsloped by General - Atozic, TAP was designtd for ths
; . analysis of prismatic core HTGR nuclear steam supply systems. While the code

documentation indicates considerable flexibility as to what systems can be~
represented using TAP, the program listing appears to contradict this claim,

i somewhat. Apparently, the TAP code has not been actively kept.up-to-date.

THERMIX [15] Developed by the Germans and virtually undocumented,
,

THERMIX is considered by some to be an industry standard. It is not only de-
; signed for pebble-bed reactors, but it has been tested against data from
i pebble-bed test facilities. While THERMIX itself appears to represent little

more .than the reactor and. the primary loop, there are indications of various
programs and sub programs.that can represent other portions of the system . to
augment the basic THERMIX calculations.

.

, CORTAP [16] Developed by Oak Eddge, this code provides a single fuel
I channel representation of a prismatic core HTGR reactor, and includes point

kinetics. It does not appear to hold great potential for the analysis of a
pebble-bed reactor.

:

COBRA IIIe [17] - Developed by Batelle Northwest Laboratories, COBRA is a
code with an extensive history in the simulation of other reactor core types.

3

Because of its flexibility, COBRA has to be considered at this time, although
its usefulness in HTGR analysis is far from certain. It has been modified and
applied - to pebble-bed cores, with some success, although the authors stated
some reservations about the cross flow calculations [17]. As its underlying

'

models are based on momentum integral [29], the same as the the MINET code, it
j is quite possible COBRA will function well for several fluid types, as MINET
'

does.
a

; NAK0 GAS [18] Developed by the Ge rmans , this pebble-bed core transient
4 analysis code contains a complete transient two-dimensional flow field solu-

tion, making it more detailed (and probably considerably slower) than THERMIX.1

Also included is some cursory modeling of the primary loop. NAK0 GAS has been
applied in several German studies of pebble-beds. There are indications that,

, due to the slow computational speed and other numerical problems with NAK0 GAS,
I the THERMIX code may be more useful and useable.
!

ORECA [19] Developed by Oak Ridge, this code was developed to simulate
the prismatic cores in 1) Fort St. Vrain, 2) the 2000 MWt Summit Station, and
3) the 3000 MWt Fulton Station. The code was also used to simulate the 2240,

MW HTGR and has been modified to represent other designs, as well. A multi-g
channel flow representation and a 3-dimensional conduction representation is
provided.,

THERMIX CORE [15] As this code is alternately referred to as a core code
; and a systems code, it appears twice in Table 3.2-1. It can handle multi-di-
; mensional convection in pebble-bed cores, using two-dimensional, quasi-steady
'

mass and energy conservation equations and a momentum equation that neglects
the inertia term.

BLAST [20] Developed by Oak Ridge, this code is for the transient analy-
sis of steam generators. Equations conserving mass, energy, and momentum are

i

4
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integrated over time. .on a local basis, to determine the transient tenpera-
tures, pressures, and flow rates on the secondary side. Conservation of ener-
gy equations are used to determine the helium (primary side) and tube tempera-
tures.

,

4 3.2.1 Transients with Scram

If a scram occurs, the core reactivity can be assumed to fall off very
quickly, and the core power level can be predicted using pre-determined decay
heat curves. This means that one really doesn't need neutron kinetics or re-
activity feedback mechanisms, except for the reactivity transients. Thus, the
codes lacking neutron kinetics models are not excluded from the analysis of.
many of these transients.

. The potential for utilizing each of the codes for analyzing the three.

broad transient categories is indicated in Table 3.2-2. As with Table 3.2-1,

it is quite possible that one or more viable candidates for the analysis has
been left out.

All of the codes under consideration have at least some potential for the

analysis of the loss of heat sink events. For prismatic core systems, CHAP
would be a good choice for a system that it is capable of representing, RATSAM
would work well for short transients having minimal dependence on balance of
plant response, TAP and ORTAP could perform well if the correct system layout
could be obtained, and MINET, valuable because of its great flexibility, would
be even more_so with a prismatic core option or -interfaced with a prismatic
core code. For the analysis of pebble-bed systems, THERMIX provides a good
representation of the reactor with some systems representation, and MINET can
represent the system in whatever detail that is required, and uses a simpler
core representation. For representing the prismatic core, CORTAP can provide
a reasonably good representation if a single fuel channel in acceptable and'

multi-dimensional effects are negligible, and ORECA can represent the multi-
dimensioval conduction, once the reactor has been shut down. If THERMIX and/
or NAKOGAS are available, a reasonably gead representation of the pebble-bed
core should be at hand, and COBRA IIIe will still be in reserve as a possiblet

l option. In representing the steam generators, BLAST could be usef ul, espe-
cially for rapid transients on the secondary side, and MINET can be used for
any non-blowdown transients.

For representing the loss of primary coolant events, the choice of codes
is not nearly as broad. The CHAP, CORTAP, MINET, ORECA, TAP, THERMIX, and

i COBRA codes all treat pressure on a non-local basis, so their application must
be limited to events where the change in pressure is not extremely rapid, as
pressure waves cannot be tracked in the system. The remaining codes, i.e.,

the ones that can track a rapid pressure transient are RATSAM, NAKOGAS (proba-
bly), and BLAST (secondary side .only) . While this appears to be a problem,

| one should realize that many of the transients will be slow enough to be con-
sidered " gradual", and that, thus, many of the key codes are still applicable.

In order to represent the reactivity transients, reactor kinetics must be

i part of the modeling, and a good deal of system representation must be in-

| cluded. Thus, our options for the prismatic core systems become CHAP, ORTAP,
and TAP, and MINET (if a prismatic core representation is added). For the
pebble-bed system, the choices remain THERMIX and MINET.

1
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Table-3.2-2 Analyzing Section 3.2 Events

LOSS OF REACTIVITY
CLASSIFICATION CODE LOSS OF HEAT SINK PRIMARY COOLANT TRANSIENTS'

Systems CHAP [10] Some Prismatic Except rapid Yes
Reactor Systems blowdown-

MINET [11] Yes Except rapid Pebble-Bed ,
blowdown Prismatic,

if Upgraded
"

ORTAP [12] Prismatic Cores, Except rapid With CORTAP,
Options Limited blowdown 1 Channel

Prismatic
Core

RATSAM [13] Primary Loop Only Yes No
,

TAP [14] Yes, for Prisma- Except rapid Yes,
tic Core Systems blowdown Prismatic

THERMIX [15] Pebble-Bed Except rapid Yes, Pebble-
.

blowdown. Bed
|

1-D Core CORTAP [16] Prismatic Core Except rapid 1 Channel
blowdown

'

Limited
Options

Multi-D Core COBRA-IIIc Yes Except rapid No

[17] blowdown

NAK0 GAS [18] Pebble-Bed Yes No

4

ORECA [19] . Prismatic Core Except rapid No
blowdown

,

THERMIX Core Pebble-Bed Except-rapid Yes, Pebble,

bicwdown,

,

Steam BLAST [20] In Steam Genera- Steam Generator Not Useful
Generator tor, Particularly Response Only

Secondary Blowdown

!

, In order to assure the necessary computer code library to handle the
| three types of transients considered in this subsection, i.e., loss of heat

] sink, loss of coolant, and reactivity, we recommend the folloaing actions:

For representing the loss of principal heat sink events, many tools are
available, if one assumes the availability of THERMIX and NAK0 GAS. Should all

! I

I
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of the codes listed be available, the main concern will be flexibility, parti-
cularly with the proposed design continually evolving. We know the MINET code
to be highly flexible, and know that several of the other codes are very in-
flexible, but in some cases could use help from the original code developers
as to how flexible some of these codes are. Should the German codes be un-
available, a pebble-bed core representation will have to be acquired somehow,
through either COBRA, MINET, or a new code.

The situation in representing the loss of primary coolant transients is
much the same, as long as the transient is not extremely rapid. The limited
need for analyzing the rapid events, which requires treatment of coolant pres-
sure on a local basis, may not justify a major upgrading of our code capabili-
ties at this time.

For representing the reactivity transients, the prismatic systems tools
may require an increase in flexibility, t,t appear to offer a reasonably good
starting point. Further, incorporation of simple prismatic core representa-
tion in MINET would provide the needed flexibility for analyzing those tran-
sients not requiring a detailed core model. The THERMIX and MINET codes offer
strong possibilities for the pebble-bed reactivity transients, particularly if
they can be interfaced to take advantage of the stren&ths of each code. It,

should be noted that the determination af reactivity feedback coefficients re-
quires the use of neutronics codes, vSich are to be covered in Section 3.5.

3 . 2 . 2. Transients Without Scram ( ATWS)

When there is no reactor scram, or a delayed one, it becomes necessary to
determine the rate of heat production in the core. Thus, neutron kinetics and
the various reactivity feedback mechanisms have to be factored into the analy-
sis. Other than this consideration, the analysis will be very similar to that
covered in Section 3.2.1, particularly the parts concerning reactivity tran-
sients.

For the prismatic core system, the CHAP, ORTAP, and TAP codes are solid
possibilities, and MINET could be used if a simple prismatic core representa-,

| tion were added to the code (a modest code enhancement). CHAP has already
been used for ATWS analysis , so the major question there is whether it can
handle the various systems under consid(ration. The ORTAP or TAP codes could
be used, should they be flexible enough to cover the systems under considera-
tion. Implementation of a prismatic core option into MINET should be quite
straightforward, should the options to use CHAP, ORTAP, or TAP for prismatic
core systems prove overly difficult.

Two codes, TEERMIX and MINET, are clear choices for analyzing ATWS events
in pebble-bed systems. The multi-dimensional core representation in THERMIX
could be useful, particularly for low flow transients. MINET provides the
flexibility to represent any of the system layouts under consideration.

As the MINET code was not applied to HTGR systems analysis before Janu-
ary, 1985, and as we wanted to determine its potential for analyzing HTGR ATWS
events, we added a simple pebble-bed core representation and ran four ten min-
ute transients. The core model included two pebble types per axial node, one
for the fuel pebbles and one for the moderator pebbles. Temperatures within

|

|
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the pebbles were assumed to be uniform at the surface temperature. Point kin-
etics were used to determine the reactor power, and the reactivity feedback
due to changes in the fuel and moderator temperatures was accounted for separ-
ately, using the temperature coefficient curves in Figure D-2 of Reference 8.
Heat transfer and pressure drop correlations for the pebble-bed [30] were fac-

tored into. the calculations. Each ten minute transient required about one
minute of CDC 7600 computer time, although the calculations can be made faster
if we cllow the much larger time steps that current MINET calculations indi-
cate are possible (it prints out minimum time constants in the twenty to fif ty
second range for the system being analyzed).

The MINET representation utilized in simulating the VIL modular HTGR sys-
tem documented in Reference 2 is shown in Figure 3.2.1. The representation
includes the core (a modified heated pipe), the steam generator, the circula-
tor (pump), the plena and piping, and a small portion of the steam system. As
MINET needs reference values to perform the steady-state calculations, lines
to and from the helium purification system are included, although the flow
rate through these lines is so tiny as to be inconsequential. With the excep-
tion of the code modifications to represent core, this representation was cre-
ated entirely through input data and uses the same version of MINET as is used
for LWR and LMFBR systems.

Four test transients were analyzed, all beginning with a loss of feed-
water (ramped to 0.0 flow in 10 seconds) and a failure to scram. Additional
assumptions were made for each of the four cases:

Case 1) No circulator trip and no auxiliary feedwater
Case 2) Circulator trip at 5 seconds, no auxiliary feedwater
Case 3) No circulator trip, auxiliary feedwater at 30 seconds
Case 4) Circ trip at 5 seconds, aux feedwater at 30 seconds.

Results for these runs are shown in Figures 3.2.2 through 3.2.17.

Results for Case 1 are shown in Figures 3.2.2 through 3.2.5. The feed-
water flow rate ramps down to zero during the first ten seconds to initiate
the event, and the primary flow rate remains approximately constant, as the I

circulator fails to trip. With the reactor remaining at power and the primary
flow continuing, the water inventory in the steam generator is exhausted with-
in 6 minutas (depending on initial water inventory, which we estimated). As
the cooling capacity of the steam generator decreases, the helium outlet tem-

perature steadily increases, and actually fixceeds the inlet temperature after
7 minutes (Fig. 3.2.3), as hot residual st3am transfers heat back to the now
cooler helium. The reactor power decreases in response to the higher core in-
let temperatures which result from reduced heat removal through the steam gen-
erator, as shown in Fig. 3.2.4. Again, the transfer of heat back through the
steam generator after 7 minutes can be seen. Finally, the core average tem-
peratures for the fuel and moderator pebbles gradually increase, particularly
after the steam generator inventory is exhausted, as shown in Fig. 3.2.5. For
the transient as a whole, the response of most of the system appears accept-
able for a rather severe set of assumpticus, However, once the steam genera-
tor inventory is exhausted, the helium temperaturee in the circulator become
rather high. We know the Germans are concerned about exposing their circula-
tors to high temperatures, perhaps due to thermal stress problems, and infer
that the increased helium temperatures leaving the steam generator af ter the
5-6 minute point in the transient are probably undesirable.
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In Figurss 3.2.6 through 3.2.9, results for Ceca 2 are provid d. Bectu22
the circulator is tripped in this case, the primary loop flow rate drops off
quickly to natural circulation flow rates. The rate of coastdown is an uncer-
tainty, depending on the time constant for the circulator, which was estimated
as 10 seconds. With the reduced flow rate, the helium resides longer in the
core, and exits a little hotter. At reduced helium flow rates, the steam gen-
erator has enough cooling capacity to reduce the helium outlet temperatures to
very near the water inlet temperature, at least while there is sufficient
water in the unit. As shown in Figure 3.2.8, the power production in the re-
actor falls off in responsa to the hotter helium, and the heat removal rate
through the steam generator is quite steady after the first minute of the
transient. During the initial 2 minutes, the fuel and moderator temperatures
increase somewhat in response to the hotter helium, and then decrease as the
power level drops off, as shown in Figure 3.2.9. Judging from these results,
this transient could be rather benign,las long as the' steam generator water
inventory holds out (that appears to be over 1/2 hour, judging at this stage
in the analysis process).

In the third case, cold (20*C) auxiliary feedwater is added after 30 sec-
onds, and the circulator is not tripped. Key results are shown in Figures
3.2.10 through 3.2.13. For this case, the plant will move toward a new equi-
librium condition, as determined by the reduced heat removal capacity through
the steam generator, consistent with the reduced feedwater flow rate at lower
temperatures. The reduced steam generator heat removal capacity is reflected
in increased helium outlet temperatures (Figure 3.2.11) and reduced core power
level (Figure 3.2.12). The core average fuel and moderator pebble tempera-
tures, shown in Figure 3.2.13, barely change at all in this transient, at
least during the first 10 minutes. From these results, the system response
during this sequence seems quite acceptable, although the analysis probably
should continue until the new equilibrium condition is firmly established.

Results from Case 4 are shown in Figures 3.2.14 thro'igh 3.2.17. With the
circulator tripped at 5 seconds and cold auxiliary feedwater provided ac 30
seconds, this is probably the most likely sequence to actually occur. In
Figure 3.2.15, we can see the core outlet helium temperatures increasing in
response to the reduced helium flow rate, and the steam generator helium out-
let temperature decreasing to the feedwater temperature, which falls off con-
siderably as the auxiliary feedwater enters. The core power level is reduced,
largely due to the longer residence time of the helium (in the core). Again,
the fuel and moderator pebbles (Figure 3.2.17) heat up a little during the
first 2 minutes, and fall off thereafter. In this case, a new equilibrium
will ultimately be established at a low natural circulation helium flow rate,
with the steam generator helium outlet temperature at the auxiliary feedwater
temperature, and the core power limited by the temperature of the helium in
the core.

Because this analysis is for an approximated system using new models (the
pebble-bed representation in MINET), one should not place too much emphasis on
the quantitative results. This work does, however, establish MINET as a via-
ble option for HTGR ATWS analysis, and it points out some of the important

,

j
factors in the analysis, particularly the need to accurately represent the
steam generator, and ultimately parts of the balance of plant in the analysis.
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3.3 Ingresa Accidxnts

The major ingress accident scenarios are water and/or air ingress into
the primary loop, leading to graphite oxidation, possible reactivity tran-
sients and gas releases via the RB or via secondary side pathways.

Water ingress is generally due to STG component failures (tube break,
tube sheet failures, etc.), with the STG design generally limiting the maximum
ingress rates. Circulator bearing cooling water can be another source of
water ingress.

The major concerns from water ingress are the resulting graphite oxida-
tion, fuel hydrolysis, fission product releases and the formation of combus-
tible gases. The decay heat removal system must provide for rapid cooldown of
the core graphite and fuel matrix to minimize the chemical reactions. As the
graphite / water reactions are endothermic, there is no contribution to the core
heatup process. Also, of safety significance are potential reactivity exer-
tions due to water ingress in under-moderated cores.

Air ingress accidents are only'possible after primary loop depressuriza-
tion. As the potential graphite / air reactions are exothermic, the process can_
add to FP decay heat, thus increasing the thermal load of the af ter heat re-
moval systems. As massive air ingress would require multiple vessel failures
and is counteracted even then by a significant core pressure drop requirement
for prismatic as well as for pebble bed fuel, so called " graphite fires" have
been considered incredible in PCRV designs. While multiple vessel failures
are possibly more likely in steel vessel designs, the core pressure drop re-
quirement remains very high, and the total available air inventory of the RB
is small.

Major concerns for air ingress accidents are whether a locally concen-
trated oxidation front can cause local fuel damage due to excessive fuel'

temperatures or due to burn-off of outer graphite as well as of fuel particle
coatings. Furthermore, the combustible gas generated (CO) can potentially
lead to dangerous burning conditions in the RB.

3.3.1 Typical Water Ingress Scenarios

The normal PPS action subsequent to water ingress is scram due to high
moisture content, isolation and dump of the defective main loop and cooldown
via either one of the other main loops or via CACS. This accident results in
minimal water ingress and prompt core cooldown without any significant conse-
quences.

Additional accident scenarios typically considered are the following
[31,32):

Failure of the moisture monitor in the faulty STG, resulting in scram*

on high moisture of intact STG-loop with dump of intact STG.

Failure of dump valve (s) or failure of loop secondary side isolation*

valves.

Failure of all moisture monitors, resulting in scram on high primary*

loop pressure.

!
,
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In particular with failure to close the feedwater supply valves, failure
of the secondary side relief valves can occur with subsequent discharge of
primary coolant through the secondary side pathways (see Section 3.3.7).

3.3.2 Typical Air Ingress Scenarios

Air ingress into the primary loop requires prior depressurization with
significant subsequent air inflow. Scenarios that have been considered are,
for instance, a primary vessel leak such that during 3ecay heat removal via a
main loop or an auxiliary loop, significant amounts of gas can be exchanged
between the primary loop and the RB, while the operating loop forces the re-
salting gas mixture through the core [34]. (It may be hard to conceive signi-
ficant air ingress and combustible gas discharge from a single break; butonly
with such a large break' or with several separate breaks and with simultaneous
forced flow conditions can significant amounts of air be forced through the
core.) Order of magnitude computations indicate that natural circulation can
only result in about .1 to .3 kg/s of gas circulation through the core of a
typical modular pebble bed reactor. The initial RB air inventory of about 80
kg mol (even if none were lost during the initial blowdown) can only cause the
burning of about 400 kg of graphite. Thus, air ingress consequences under

. natural circulation conditions appear to be less severe than those under the'

above forced cooldown scenarios.

3.3.3 Modelling Needs for Accidents with Significant Graphite Oxidation

The above scenarios identify the major modelling needs for the assessment
of ingress accidents in which graphite oxidation is impo r tant . Reactivity
transients and primary coolant escape via secondary side pathways are tran-
sients in which the oxidation plays a secondary role. These are treated in
Sections 3.3.6 and 3.3.7.

To analyze the primary loop transients prior to and during ingress acci-
dents requires a primary loop or systems code that can switch from main loop
cooling with n loops, to n-1 loops, or to auxiliary loops. STG isolation
( feedwater cut-off) must be modelled, and relief valve discharge to the RB
must be included. For the air ingress accidents primary loop forced flow
cooldown under depressurized conditions must be included.

To assess the graphite oxidation and core FP release conditions, the in
core heat and mass transfer with simultaneous chemical reactions has to be
modelled in some detail.

3.3.4 Available Tools for Accidents with Significant Graphite Oxidation

The main tools for in-core analysis of energy, mass transport and chemic-
al reactions are the GA code OXIDE-3 [36,37] and the KFA code REACT /THERMIX
[38]. Both codes can handle some of the required thermohydraulics analysis
for the primary loops internally, but require some boundary conditions from
separate analyses. They both consider the in-core effects in detail, OXIDE-3
for a prismatic core, and REACT /THERMIX for a pebble-bed core.

The codes will be described separately below with a comparison to follow.
The major code features will be summarized and compared later in Table 3.3-1
(see Section 3.5).

|
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3.3.4.1 OXIDE-3

The OXIDE-3 code was developed by GA for prismatic fuel in 1974 [36] and
has been applied to various water ingress accident scenarios [37]. It was

reviewed by BNL in 1978 (39].
i

f It considers the in-graphite diffusion of gases in significant detail and
! uses Langruir type reaction kinetics equations with considerable curve fits

to the best available data. Change of these models as better data become
available is straightforward and some more recent data (for instance [45])

: should be incorporated as applicable in future code applications.

In air ingress OXIDE-3 considers only the heterogeneous reaction:.

C+ 02 + Co (3.3.1)

rather than considering the more general form
4

(3.3.2)! C+x02 + y CO + z CO2

]
with subsequent Boudouard reaction

C + CO2+2CO (3.3.3)

as well as the homogeneous reaction

1

f CO + 7 2 + CO2 (3.3.4)0

Recent work using the THERMIX/ REACT code [34] appears to indicate that
i all oxygen may be consumed by reaction (3.3.2) early in the core, with the

Boudouard reaction (3.3.3) causing more graphite oxidation in later, hotter
regions of the core.

Similarly OXIDE-3 only uses the graphite / steam reaction,
,

C + H O + CO + H2 (3.3.5)2

disregarding the homogeneous water shift reaction

CO + H O + CO2+H2 (3.3.6)2
,

The in-graphite diffusion model is detailed but strictly tailored to
prismatic fuel. The chemical reaction kinetics allow for some catalytic ef- i

fects and for burn-of f ef fects. The ultimate results, in principle, permit

not only the determination of total graphite burn-of f, but also the depth pro-
file of burn-off. For instance , the code applications of Ref. 37 indicate
significantly higher burn-off of graphite inside the fuel matrix than in the
web of the fuel element block due to increased chemical reactivity in the fuel
region. The accuracy of these local predictions will, of course, strongly de-

.j pend on the quality of the constants and functions used in the kinetics equa-
tions as well as the diffusion coefficients.

,
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The code does consider fuel hydrolysis in significant detail. This ef-

fect will apparently cause increased release of noble gases from damaged fuel
particles.

For such detailed presentation of the core and some connected components,
it is not practical to include all other primary loop components with equal
detail. In addition to the core model, the code includes upper and lower
plenum models as well as a relief valve discharge to the RB with some model-
ling of mass accumulations and combustibility conditions in the RB. However,
other parts of the primary loop are not modelled, and inlet flows and tempera-
tures for the inlet plenun mu3t be prescribed as functions of time. Similar-

ly, the steam or air ingress rates must be prescribed. GA used the codes, TAP
and FLASH, for these purposea, but other codes could be used here as well (see
Sect. 3.2).

The code does permit a very fine core nodalization of up to 3,200 nodes
and retains fairly fast execution time. The problem areas identified in the

BKL review [39] were relatively minor:

The review identifies accident ranges (predominantly at high tempera-
tures) where the current nodalization of the symmetry triangle may be in-
sufficient for accurate results. The resulting possible inaccuracies may
not be consequential but the user should be aware of them.

Failure to include the core support blocks in the analysis can induce er-
rors, in particular, in the coolant impurity levels.

Better models for RB combustibility checks and for noble gas release from
fuel hydrolysis were suggested.

Several coding errors were corrected and an improved time step algorithm
was implemented.

3.3.4.2 REACT /THERMIX

The REACT /THERMIX code was developed by KFA [38]. It essentially uses
the THERMIX code, developed for thermohydraulics of pebble red cores, and adds
a set of subroutines for chemical reactions. Radial convection of heat and
mass is allowed via dispersion, and gas radiation is included in the model.
The Lewis analogy is used in computing mass transfer between coolant and
solids.

The code documentation and several related papers [34,40,41) give a lucid
description of three graphite oxidation regimes, depending on the interaction
of diffusion and chemical reaction within graphite. At low temperatures (typ-

ically < 600C) the reaction kinetics are limiting, in an inte rmediate range
the in-pore diffusion is limiting, while at high temperatures (typically >
1200C) the in-coolant boundary layer diffusion limits the graphite oxidation.
Following this outline a detailed diffusion and chemical reaction model is not
used, but an " empirical relation" is used to compute the graphite oxidation,
essentially as surface oxidation, i.e., REACT is not capable of describing
graphite burn-off as a function of depth into the graphite.
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( In the current form, the code also only deals with average burn-off
around a pebble, while due to the expected strong variation of boundary layer
thickntss around a pebble, actual burn-of f could be highly non-uniform. Ref-
erence 38 mentions an experiment series in progress (SUPERNOVA) to establish
the erperimental data for the above empirical relation and to assess whether
non uniform burn-off around pebbles is of concern.

While the diffusion and kinetics models are less detailed than those of
OXIDE-3, REACT does include the fullowing heterogeneous chemical reactions for
air, steam and graphite:

C+x02 + y CO + z CO2

C + H O + CO + H22

C + CO2+2CO

and the following homogeneous reactions:

2 CO + O2+2CO2

2H2+O2+2HO2

CO + H O + CO2+H22

For the homogeneous reactiuns the kinetic expressions are given in terms of
Edeparture from thermodynamic equilibrium, which is computed separately.

The code does not consider any fuel hydrolysis reactions between UC2 and
H O nor any consideration of fission product release from fuel or graphite. A2
statement is made that even if the fuel particle graphite coatings were to be
weakened by oxidation, that the silicon carbide coating would be oxidized to
SiO2 and would " retard" additional attacks (34] .

The steam inflow into the primary loop has to be prescribed as a function
of time. The transient in the remainder of the primary loop beyond the core
has to be obtained from a separate code. For instance, THERMIX with LOOPY
could be used. In one of the early applications [42], COBRA was mentioned as
such a boundary condition code, even though it is not clear how COBRA could be
used in this context.

In principle, one could couple REACT with current THERMIX versions which
apparently have loop capabilities and thereby avoid the requirement to run
separate codes for primary loop boundary conditions.

Separate code applications for air ingress with auxiliary loop cooling
[34,43,44] generally indicate that fuel temperatures are only raised slightly-

due to local burning, at most reaching 1200 C for a core with 1000 C design
tempe rat ure . Thus, fuel failure tLom excessive temperatuce is not to be ex-
pected. With auxiliary cooling the oxidation stops af ter 4 to 96 hrs, depend-

ing on the assumed air ingress rate and the number of loops operating. The
maximum burn-off (averaged over a pebble) ranges from 100 to 350 mg/cm , which
represents about 10 to 40% of the total exterior graphite coating of the
fueled pebbles. (It should be noted that the higher values are obtained for
extremely large assumed air ingress rates, which may not be realistic.)
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A typical water ingress application into a 500 MWe pebble bed reactor
[42] uses about 4000 kg of water ingress with auxiliary loop cooling, result-
ing in total graphite oxidation of 600 to 1500 kg of graphite with a maximum

2pebble surface burn-off of 36 mg/cm . The oxidation is terminated af ter about
2.5 hrs.

3.3.5 Comparison of OXIDE-3 and REACT /THERMIX

The two codes present the only available analysis tools for the important
chemical reactions during ingress accidents. While OXIDE-3 was developed
about 12 years ago for prismatic fuel, REACT /THERMIX is about 7 years old and
was designed for a pebble-bed core.

The most important code features are compared in Tatle 3.3-1.

The differing fuel arrangement requires quite different fluid flow as
well as convective heat and mass transfer modelling. Beyond this, there are

other significant differences.

The diffusion and chemical reaction kinetics models of OXIDE-3 are much
more detailed than those of REACT /THERMIX and permit, in principle, a predic-

tion of burn-off distribution normal to the coolant flow direction. This is,

for instance, important if fuel graphite has a higher chemical reactivity than
the graphite of the fuel element web or of the outer fuel pebble coating. How
valuable this detail is depends also on the availability of reaction hinetics
and diffusion data for the specific graphite being used. On the other hand,

even for very pessimistic assumptions, the observed burn-of f rates have re-
mained small even when the reaction rates were artificially raised by a factor

of 10 [37).

The oxidation rates of REACT /THERMIX averaged over pebble surfaces may
not be good enough, sinca good arguments can be made for local variation of
burn-of f around the pebble surface. Further information from current (or re-
cently concluded) KFA experiments might pe rmit further insight in this area.

For carbide fuels, the hydrolysis reaction and the ensuing release of
noble gases cannot be disregarded. Only OXIDE-3 considers this effect.

On the other hand, REACT /THERMIX considers separately the primary burning
of graphite and oxygen to CO and CO2 with subsequent secondary conversion of
CO2 with graphite to CO, while OXIDE-3 only considers the reaction of graphite
and 02 to CO. Recent applications of REACT for air ingress accidents appear
to indicate that the primary reaction begins in a relatively short and cooler
region of the core, consuming all available oxygen, with the secondary
(Boudouard) reaction extending over a wider downstream region of the core
[34]. Thus, the treatment of all reactions, as done in REACT may be prefer-
able.

Some fission product release computations are included in OXIDE-3, as is
a simple model of the helium purification system.

Both codes deal with the core and plena only, including some blowdown
modelling to the RB. But, core inlet flow and temperatures must be obtained
from ot,her systems codes which are not designed for the ingress of H2O and/or
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air. Similarly, the steam inflow as well as the air ingress are prescribed as
functions of time. A merger of REACT with the current THERMIX code could eli-
minate most of these difficulties but this would not be a trivial task. There
have been no reports indicating that this has been done.

Table 3.3-1 Comparison of Ingress Accident Codes OXIDE-3 and REACT /THERMIX

CODE OXIDE-3 REACT /THERMIX

Organization GA KFA

Year 1 974 1982

References [36,37] [38]

Type of Fuel prismatic pebble bed

In Core Models:

Flow and Heat Transfer axial flow and axial flow and conve.-tion
convective heat + radial dispersion + gas
transfer radiation

Coolant Mass Transfer Lewis Analogy Lewis Analogy
(boundary layer)

In graphite diffusion yes included in empirical
(prismatic; symmetry reaction constant ' '

triangle) assuming spatially even
surface burn-off*

|Chemical Reactions:

Air Ingress
C+f02 + CO C+O2 + y CO + z CO2

i

C + CO2+2CO

2 CO + O2+2CO

Water Ingress C + H O + CO + H2 C + H O + CO + H22 2

CO + H O + CO2+H22

Fuel Hydrolysis UC2 + x H 0.+ None2

UO2 (x-2) H O + y H22
+ hydrocarbons -
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Table 3.3-1 (cont.)

CODE OXIDE-3 REACT /THERMIX

Chemical Reaction Langmuir type with cata- Langmuir type with em-
Kinetics lytic effect, burn-off pirical fit to include

effect & empirical fits in graphite diffusion *

Fission Product Release 1. noble gases from -

hydrolysis
2. release of metals

sorbed in graphite

fraction oxidized

Thermo hydraulic Inter-
action of Core with

Steam Generator Steam inflow from FLASH Prescribed
code

Remainder of Primary Uses TAP runs for core Uses other code tuns to
Loop inlet conditions, but prescribe core inlet

OXIDE-3 computes system conditions. For depres-

pressure surized case RB pressure
is used as core pressure

Reactor Building Blow-down model and RB Blow-down and simplified
mass inventory and com- mass balance
bustibility evaluation

Gas Purification Train Simple 1st order model -

*KFA refers to experiments in progress for verification and justification of
these simplifications.
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3.3.6 Racetivity Transients

For undermoderated cores another consequence of concern during water in-
gress accidents could be a reactivity increase with a corresponding power in-
crease. Questions to be investigated are:

1. whether the action of the shutdown and/or reserve shutdown systems are
fast enough, and

2. whether in cases of the failure of the shutdown system the resulting
power excursion could lead to significant fuel temperature rise and
fuel failures.

One such investigation for pebble-bed reactors is reported in Reference 35.
The series of codes used for this work by KFA are:

COR0X for the primary loop thermohydraulics of a 1-dimensional primary
loop with a prescribed source flow.

SIKAN-E a dynamic steam generator program, and

SHOVAV-JUEL a detailed 1-dimensional transient neutron kinetica . code which
is a KFA modified version of an original liquid-cooled reactor
code.

The three codes were apparently run iteratively for several cases of water in-
gress accidents. A steam inflev model based on outputs of SIKAN-E was incor-
porated into SHOVAV-JUEL. Apparently COROX can determine the graphite corro-
sion rate, but no details of the chemical reaction and/or diffusion model are
given. For the relatively short reactivity transients of less than 100s the
amount of graphite corrosion is less of a concern.than the_resulting pressure
increase due to increase of the gas volume with the reaction. However, that
effect was found to be small' compared to the effect of the reactivity
transient on the system pressure.-

The results appear to indicate that even massive water ingress rates --
break of all steam generator tubes resulting in 55 kg/s ingress up to a total
of 4 tons of water, plus assuming no lift off of the safety valves -- resulted
in a significant short power excursion of up to 180% with a subsequent power
drop and a maximum fuel temperature increase of only 120C.

Nevertheless, the investigation of such transients wi.11 be required dur-
ing the licensing process, even though it is expected that these transients
would only be of significant interest at a later date. While we know little
of the above three codes, the MINET code described in Section 3.2 can readily
be adapted to perform the functions of COROX, SIKAN-E and the steam ingress
model of SHOVAV-JUEL, while the point kinetics model suggested in Section 3.2
could be used in place of the SHOVAV-JUEL kinetics model. MINET would have to
be modified by providing the properties for a He - H O mixture .as primary2
coolant (He and H O by themselves are among currently allowed properties), and2

some code testing regarding the use of a valve (break) between the primary and
secondary loops might be required. The code does not include the effect of
gas formation due to corrosion, but this ef fect was found to be small in Ref.
35. If desirable, a simplified gas-source te rm for this effect could be
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modelled, but detailed graphite corrosion modelling as found in OXIDE-3 or
REACT would certainly not be cost-efficient for such applications. The MINET

modifications mentioned here could be achieved within 6 man months, assuming
that the 1-dimensional core model and the point kinetics model suggested in
Section 3.2 have been provided.

3.3.7 Secondary Side Escape of Primary Coolant

As the secondary side pressure generally exceeds the primary loop pres-
sure, helium escape through - the secondary system is generally not possible.
One scenario that has been considered in connection with steam generator tube

subsequent to a steam generator tube break the moisturebreaks is as fol "ws:
yam, and isolation and dump of the defective steam genera-monitors activat, 3

If the fee water side isolation valve were to remain open, the continu-tors.
ing supply of feeowater could result in liquid water reaching the secondary
side safety valve, causing it to fail in the open position, since these valves
are not designed for liquid flow. With the preceeding ingress of water into
the primary loop, some of the Cesium from the circulating inventory deposited
in the steam generator could have been dissolved by the steam, and could now
escape with the primary loop He/H O mixture through the f ailed secondary side2

safety valve to the environment.

The logical code to apply for such scenarios would again be MINET, with
He/H2O mixtures previously having been added to the code. The the rmohydrau-
lies through the partly flooded failed heat exchanger might require some spe-
cial consideration, but the same would apply for any other code to be used for
such transients. Whether and how much additional code development would be
required for this task is not clear at this time. The previously suggested
modifications would most likely also apply for these transients, except for
possible flow of the steam mixtures through subcooled water, which is a separ-
ate problem, that most likely will not have to be modelled.

3.3.8 Recommendations

At this time, DOE has not committed itself to prismatic or pebble bed
fuel, even though pebble bed concepts appear to be leading.

Should the US effort retain the prismatic fuel, then a code like OXIDE-3
could be updated covering some of the points from the BNL review [39], as well
as changing reaction and diffusion data based on current graphite types and
latest information available, plus an addition of the Boudouard reaction and
the homogeneous gas reactions. Furthermore, one should at that time, consider
coupling OXIDE-3 with some systems code like MINET, to avoid the cumbersome
and generally unsatisfactory use of boundary ccadition code runs.

Should the U.S. effort shift to pebble bed fuel, one should assess how
best to combine the diffusion and reaction kinetics models of OXIDE-3 with the
core thermohydraulics of the REACT /THERMIX package. As we are not completely
sure of the latest status of REACT /THERMIX it is not possible, at this time,
to fully assess the options in this area.

The ov'erall recommendation in this area is, to currently ascertain wheth-
er any more advanced REACT /THERMIX versions are available, and to develop a
plan on how to proceed if pebble bed fuel becomes the US design. However, any
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actual code modifications or preparations should be deferred until a design
decision has been made.

For the analysis of reactivity transients, the use of MINET with some
modifications for helium /H O mixtures is recommended. The MINET modifications2
are estimated to require approximately 6 man months. If coupling of MIhTT
with a fairly detailed 1-dimensional neutron kinetics program should
eventually become desirable, further work would be required. Recommendations
in this area will be made then.

For secondary side escape of primary coolant, MINET can again serve well,
and the previously suggested code modifications (improved 1-dimensional core
model, He/H O mixture properties, and modelling of a flow connection between2

primary and secondary loop pach) appear to apply for such transients.

3.4 Containment / Confinement Atmosphere

The CNTB7 code was developed by CA for short term containment atmosphere
transients (blowdown and several hours). Tne OXIDE"3 code, by GA, also in-
cludes some modelling of the reactor building atmosphere during ingress acci-
dents. For long term core heatup transients (days) GA developed CARCAS*,
while ATMOS was developed at BNL as part of the source term study (see also
Section 3.1).

In considering some of the features of the CNTB7 code, it immediately be-
came apparent that some of its features would be valuable additions to the
OXIDE-3 containment section snd to the ATMOS code. Since ATMOS is an NRC
sponsored code, the more useful featu es of CNTB7 should be considered for in-
clusion in order to arrive at a single NRC sponsored code which can handle
blowdown transients, intermediate length transients, and long term core heatup
transients for containment type as well as confinement type RBs.

The maj or features of the three codes are compared in Table 3.4-1. The
most important advantage of CNTB7 is that it permits transient heat conduction
into a large number of specified structures of dif ferent dimensions, ordered
by elevation. Since the RB atmosphere teraperature is largely controlled by
the conductances of these structures, such a feature is very valuable in situ-
ations where enough details about the RB internal components are knowu. On

the other hand, for faat transients (few hours), only small parts of the RB
walls or PCRV concrete will participate, and the even nodal spacing used in
CNTB7 can be either inefficient or provide for inaccurate results. The ATMOS
code uses a non-even node spacing, controlled by a user specified spacing
parameter. Its transient conduction routine is set up for application to
multiple structures, but only a single one is currently being provided for.
An extension of ATMOS in this area will be of great value later, when RB de-
sign details are available. However, as other improvements to ATMOS are sug-
gested to be done now, it is recommended to include this feature at this time.

It should be noted here, that the OXIDE-3 solid conduction treatment is
extremely rudimentary and does not solve a transient 1-dimensional conduction
problem. As pointed out in the documentation (36), this approach will tend to

*as noted in Section 3.1, almost nothing is known about CARCAS.
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Table 3.4-1 Comparison of Containment Atmosphere Models

Code CNTB7 OXIDE-3 ATMOS

Originator CA GA BNL

Original purpose blowdown and subse- gas exchange during long term core

quent transient ingress accidents heatup scenarios

Primary Loop to RB prescribed input or integral core to RB const p betsten

flow computed from given flow model with cavities

const core condi- changes in core and
tions CB states fully

considered

RB outflow 3 types of CB leak- leakage prescribed leakage pre-

age plus ventila- fct of Ap scribed fct of

tion system density

Applicable to yes (no) no

confinements

Ventilation system yes no no

details

Gas mixing in CB partial or complete complete complete

CB atmosphere 1 for mixed gas uniform uniform

1 for unmixed gas

He,CO,H ,H 0,CO , air He,CO, H , H OGas components in He, air 2 2 2 2 2
CO , airmixture 2

Combustion no yes checks on
(simplified) flammability

Heat transfer to many separate tran- non-transient, over- single transient

solid structures sient conduction simplified (general- conduction model
bodies ly overpredicts gas

temperatures)

Condensation no Thermodynamic Thermodynamic
equilib + simplified equilibrium
wall condensation

Heat transfer natural convection natural convection natural convec-

correlations tion + gas ra-
diation

Gas properties p,k = f(T) (constant) all temperature

C ,C = const dependent
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underpredict the heat flow to the walls and thereby overpredict the contain-
ment atmosphere temperatures.

As ATMOS was intended for long term transients, its current initial state
is based on equalized pressure between reactor and RB, with the helium from
the core and the original air fully mixed, without any " prior" energy loss to
the solid structures (i.e., the pressure equalization during blowdown is as-
sumed to occur without any heat transfer from the CB gas to the solid struc-
ture). For short term transients, as for slow blowdown, this approach is not
satisfactory. CNTB7 permits either a prescribed time dependent core to CB
flow, or computes such a flow assuming constant prescribed reactor gas temper-
ature during the blowdown period.

The OXIDE-3 blowdown flow model is clearly preferable, since it is used
in a codt which tracks both, the primary loop atmosphere and the CB atmo-
sphere. All other codes, core codes as well as RB codes, have the condition
on one side usually prescribed as boundary condition. The OXIDE-3 flow model
includes isothermal pipe flow to an orifice (break or relief valve opening),
and isentropic compressible critical or subcritical flow across the orifice,
depending on the pressure ratio. While it is not clear whether this isother-
mal assumption on the pipe flow is necessarily good, the overall model is more
satisfactory than that of any other code. It also allows back flow after ini-
tial pressure equalization.

As ATMOS is an RB code , it cannot use the full OXIDE-3 approach. How-
ever, as core temperatures are now a time dependent input to ATMOS, it is sug-
gested to incorporate the options of a pipe plus orifice model with pipe inlet
temperatures being the prescribed core temperatures and pipe inlet pressure
being the core pressure, computed from the remaining core gas inventory. As a
separate option, a user prescribed time dependent core to RB flow could also
be provided.

While ATM03 and OXIDE-3 assume a completely mixed RB atmosphere, CNTB-7
permits some prescribed f raction of the original air to remain unmixed , this
user specified fraction remaining constant. Such an option, even though an
idealization, does permit parametric evaluation of the effect of mixing. It
is recommended to implement a similar option in ATMOS. However, since it
covers longer transients, we would prefer to extend this option to permit the
unmixed fraction to decrease with time. It does not appear that this enhance-
ment would present great difficulty.

The RB outflow in CNTB7 is due to leakage and/or through the ventilation
system, with highly detailed ventilator performance codings. It is suggested
to include into ATMOS some of these features, namely the option of an open RB
with lag times for the closing of valves. These suggestions were essentially
already made in Section 3.1, to modify ATMOS for confinement type RBs.

It is not apparent at this time why detailed ventilator performance char-
acteristics as given in CNTB7 would significantly af fect the maj or results,
i.e., the RB pressure and temperature as well as the gas release from the RB
to the atmosphere. We will evaluate whether such an addition is essential and
make corresponding recommendations.
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The ATMOS code checks for the formation of combustible mixtures in the
RB. The OXIDE-3 code goes one step further and includes simple combustion
computations. CNTB7 has neither of these features. Even though we do have
a separate combustion program, which in principle could be incorporated into
ATMOS, it does not appear to be essential or cost effective at.this time,
since we do not anticipate the accumulation of significant. amounts of combus-
tibles in the RB for the most likely accident scenarios. We recommend to
retain our checks on flammability, but to incorporate our combustion routines
into ATMOS only if such a need should arise at a later time.

The RB heat transfer correlations of ATMOS include the effect of gas
radiation, which the other codes do not. Its gas . property features are also
more advanced than those of the other codes.

OXIDE-3 models condensation in a slightly better way than ATMOS. In

addition to bulk condensation maintaining thermodynamic equilibrium wall
condensation is permitted with a rather simplified model. However, since such

HO concentration of the CBwall condensation could indeed reduce the 2

atmosphere below the saturation level, it would be a desirable feature for
ATMOS, which currently bases its condensation rate on thermodynamic

equilibrium. We suggest to include a surface condensstion model applying some
of the more recent LWR related work for this purpose [46,47].

To summarize, the following improvements for ATMOS have been suggested:

1. Modify gas release to environment to simulate containment and/or con-
finement (also Section 3.1).

2. Permit gas sources inside RB for simulation of concrete degradation in
core heatup transients without RCCS (was mentioned as non-urgent in
Section 3.1).

3. Extend the transient conduction model to handle several solid RB
structures, permitting a more detailed description of actual RB
conditions.

4. Provide an improved blowdown model.

5. Permit partial mixing of RB gases for parametric evaluation.

6. Investigate importance of detailed modelling of ventilation system.

7. Improve condensation model.

Point 2 may not be' essential, at least not in the near future. To fully
utilize the advantage of point 3, one would have to know more about RB design
details. However, neither option is difficult to implement , and it is more
cost efficient to include these now.

It is estimated that all these improvements could be implemented in about
6 man months. This would then provide us with a single code for all RB tran-
sients, from short term blowdown to long term core heatup, including confine-
ment as well as containment structures.
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As a sideline, it should be mec.r f oned that the CNTB7 code is not well
I suited for wide applications, since it has been programmed in a very awkward

form. It consists of one program of about 1200 lines without any breakdown
into subroutines. Its variable names are highly nondescriptive and the same

,

variable name may be used for completely dif ferent variables. The coding is
very hard to follow. 11owever, with the above suggestions, ATMOS would incor-
porate all features of value for short and long term analyses, and there would
then be no need for CNTB7 in future licensing efforts. .

.

3.5 Neutronics
,

While detailed neutronics capabilities will be required in the licensing
,

process, the area has not been perceived as one of the most urgent ones. A
'

detailed review on needs and capabilities in this area will be provided at a
later date.

For pebble-bed cores, the detailed VSOP package developed by KFA and
available in the U.S. at MIT would most likely be a first candidate. lioweve r ,
computer runs times to establish an equilibrium core are apparently quite
lengthy.

s

a
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%
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4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In Section 3, the major accident scenarios, the phenomena to be modelled
and the codes currently available for this work have been described. In this
Section, we will provide a summary and emphasize the work that we have identi-
fied thus far as remaining to be done in order to provide ef ficient support
for future NRC licensing efforts. Based on the history of the HTGR, most
U.S. codes were directed towards prismatic cores. Currently,.the pebble-bed
core is a leading contender, and a large part of this report is, therefore,
directed towards pebble-bed cores.

4.1 Depressurized Core Heatup Scenarios

Most maj or hypothetical fission product release scenarios arise from
long term depressurized core heatup accidents. The analysis of the thermohy-
draulics of the reactor during such accidents is fairly straightforward, pri-
marily requiring a conduction and radiation heat transfer analysis of the re-
actor assembly to determine the critical component temperatures. The THATCH
code serves for this pur po se , and the future needs would be mainly better
thermal conductivity data for the core, and possibly other properties, once
specific matcrial selections have been made. The THERMIX code could be a p-
plied here, too, but our current codes are at least as good for such tran-
sients, and most likely, more efficient. (If future concepts should return to
PCRV designs with high power densities, some additional modelling of concrete
and steel component melting should be rerumed.)

After depressurization, the gss rytchange between the reactor vessel and
the - reactor building (RB), be it of confinement or of containment type, will
have to be evaluated. For this purpose the ATMOS code is available, although
it does require some modifications, extending it to cover confinement type
RBs. Also, some more details in the modelling of heat conduction to internal
structures, and including the effects of RB concrete degradation in case of
RCCS failure, would be desirable. All of these could be provided with an ef- ,

fort of about 3 man months.

In core heatup accidents _ in modular HTGRs, the reactor cavity cooling
system (RCCS) plays a crucial role. The design is in many ways similar to the
liner cooling system (LCS) of previous designs. The LINER codes developed for
LCS analyses and the MINET code could be applied to RCCS performance analyses,
but any modifications required can only be suggested once design details are
available and specific problems have been identified.

In current low power density designs, hardly any fuel failures are anti-
cipated, even in the worst possible accidents. Therefore, very simpli upper

bound analyses can be used to show that the fission product release from the
reactor remains minor. Nevertheless, eventually some modelling of FP releases
during such scenarios will be required. As first step for this, primary sys-
tem natural circulation flows would be required. Our current capabilities

using THATCH are sufficient for prismatic cores, and for 1-dimensional natural
convection flows in pebble-bed cores. For multi-dimensional natural convec-
tion in pebble-bed cores, THERMTX or NAK0 GAS could be applied or -- if these
are not available -- new models would have to be developed. Regarding the
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fission product release by diffusion and convection. some previous models are
available (SORS, FRESCO), and an evaluation of these will be provided at a

I later time.

4.2 NSSS Transients with Convective Heat Removal

The large majority of the transients to be considered during licensing
efforts will fall into this category. Even though many of these remain rather
mild they are important in assessing the safety of the system, and they are
also often the precursors of potential severe accidents.

For general 1-dimensional modelling of primary loop transients under
forced flow conditions or for pressurized natural circulation, several codes
were found to be available. Most of these systems codes were originally de-
veloped for prismatic fuel cores and specific primary loop configurations with
relatively little flexibility to represent diverse systems. The exception is
the MINET code, which was originally developed to permi t assembly of a wide
variety of plant components in any desired configuration. At this time it
lacks a detailed HTGR core module, but can represent all other primary loop
components, including steam generators, with ease. Its component modules have
a significant validation base [22-26]. Since a one-dimensional core model is
relatively simple, it was found to be the best alternative to develop a
1-dimensional core module for either prismatic or pebble-bed cores and use
MINET with this module for a large variety of primary loop transients. It was
estimated that such a core module can be made operation 11 with 5 man months.

For applications requiring significant pebble-bed detail, including spatial
temperature profiles in representative spheres, the THERMIX code could be ap-
plied when it becomes available.

For very rapid blowdown transients, the use of a local transient momentum
equation can become important. This could be done with the RATSAM code. Even
though this code has been reviewed and modified by us, it was not applied to
such trancients by us yet, and a brief review for such cases of about 2 man
months would be recommendable.

For multi-dimensional pebble-bed core flow transients -- if they are re-
quired in the currently considered small cores with pebble recirculation
(MEDUL cycle) -- the THERMIX code would be a possible tool, as would NAK0 GAS,
which is even more detailed (although probably expensive to utilize). If

these codes should not be available, a variant that has been used is the a p-
plication of COBRA to multi-dimensional pebble-bed cores. As MINET appears to
have the most flexibility in presenting the primary loop, a combination of a
selected multi-dimensional core model ccmbined with MINET representing the,

loop could be an efficient choice. No immediate need for multi-dimensional
core representations is seen at this time, and a further assessment at a later
time is suggested.

For most ATWS transients, simple point kinet?ca would appear to be suffi-
cient and a combination of MINET with the above suggested 1-dimensional core
module and some point kinetics should provide adequate coverage of most
needs. To pr avide the kinetics capabilities, about 2 man months are re-
quired.

3
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For multi-dimensional prismatic fuel cores in conduction transients and
with forced flow, ORECA is the available tool.

4.3 Ingress Scenarios

During accidental air and/or water ingress, the primary concern is for
graphite oxidation with potentially raised fuel temperatures and fission pro-
duct releases from graphite burn-off as well as from chemical reactions be-
tween carbide fuels and H 0. The available codes OXIDE-3 and REACT /THEUiIX2

were compared. OXIDE-3 is strongly oriented towards prismatic fuel, has a
more detailed reaction kinetics and diffusion model and includes fuel hydroly-
sis. REACT /THERMIX is a pebble-bed code with less detailed oxidation kine-
tics, but considering a greater variety of chemical reactions. At this time,
it is suggested to hold off until a decision for a lead plant has been made in
the DOE / industry program. Thereaf ter, one should concentrate - depending on
the above decision - on which code is more desirable and most likely modify
that code to incorporate the more desirable features of the alternate code.

For reactivity transients in connection with water ingress, the MINET
code could serve as a basis after modifications, primarily providing for
He/H O mixtures and for flow between primary and secondary loop. The effort

2
required for these modifications is about 6 man months. This would be done in
conjunction with the abcve point kinetics model of Section 4.2. If 1-dimen-

sional kinetics are latec found to be essential, this would require further
work.

The potential secondary side escape of primary loop coolant, subsequent
to steam generator break, through a f ailed secondary side safety valve could
also be done with MINET, and the above mentioned modifications would be suffi-
cient to establish this capability.

4.4 Containment / Confinement Atmosphere

The main code applied by GA for short term HTCR containment transients is
CNTB7. It appears that if some of its features we re incorporated into our
long term ATMOS code, that ATMOS could become the general tool covering short, J

as well as, long term transients in containment or confinement atmospheres.

A series of improvements for ATMOS has been itemized in Section 3.4.
These include a more detailed description of the very essential transient con-
duction to solid structures, an improved blowdown model, an extension to con-
finement type RBs and partially mixed atmospheres.

These improvements would require about 6 man months and would provide the
capability to apply one code for all RB transients of short or of long dura-
tion, in confinement or containment type RBs.

4.5 Neutronics

Evaluation of the available neutronics codes will be provided at a later
time.
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